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ABSTRACT

networks, including sharing status updates, posting photos, communicating with others, and making friends. Due to the different functionalities of different social networks, a user tends to sign
in multiple social networks for different purposes. According to
the report conducted by Pew Research Center in 2015, 52% of online adults use two or more social media sites such as Facebook,
Twitter, MySpace, or LinkedIn[1]. Aggregating user profiles from
different social networks reveals various aspects of users. It is interesting that cross-network information represents a double-edged
sword. On the one hand, once the user’s multiple accounts of different social networks are identified or mapped, these accounts’ profiles, preferences, and activities can be collected to benefit personalization, targeting, and recommendation [2, 3]. The latest research
pointed out that, the ads delivered by Google, one of the major ad
networks, are personalized based on both users’ demographic and
interest profiles[6]. On the other hand, the adversary can exploit
cross-network aggregation to collect the information of various aspects of the target users, which will incur a serious privacy leakage
issue [4, 5].
One of the fundamental challenges of bridging the different social identities of the users on different social medias is that the users
tend to use varying usernames or have unequal profiles (e.g. fields
such as homepage, birthday, etc.) due to the increasing privacy concerns. The process of identifying user from a social network (e.g.,
anonymized network) based on another social network (e.g., auxiliary network) is called ‘de-anonymization’. Recently, there is an
increasing interest to study how to ‘de-anonymize’ or ‘re-identify’
users across social networks, which mainly falls to the following two categories: profile based de-anonymization and structured based
de-anonymization, which either suffer from high false positive or
assuming the social networks are aligned.
Profile based de-anonymization (or profile matching) exploits
the similarities of publicly available profile information of users,
such as usernames, text, geographic signatures, and tags to map the
users multiple accounts on different social networks [7–9]. Profile
matching has the advantages of identifying a specific node of a high
confidence, in the case that the accounts belong to the common persons. However, since it takes the whole social network users set
as the candidate set, the false positive of profile matching is also
high because of the many similar attributes of profiles that belong
to different persons in the huge candidate set.

To enjoy various utility and services, people are active in multiple
social networks nowadays. With tons of data generated on platforms, multiple accounts of the same user in different social networks
can be used to de-anonymize the user in a large scale. The aggregation of user profiles poses a threat to user privacy. With a concern of privacy leakage, de-anonymization techniques, including
graph based approaches and profile based approaches, are widely
studied in recent years. However, few works throw light on the deanonymization between real-world heterogeneous social networks.
In this paper, we propose a Hybrid De-anonymization Scheme (HDS) aiming at de-anonymizing heterogeneous social networks. HDS
firstly leverages the network graph structure to significantly reduce
the size of candidate set, then exploits user profile information to
identify the correct mapping users with a high confidence. Performance evaluation on real-world social network datasets shows that
HDS has considerable accuracy on de-anonymization and significantly outperforms the prior schemes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Along with overwhelming popularity of social networks, people
enjoy abundant functionalities and services of a variety of social
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2 ATTACK MODEL

Structure based de-anonymization is another widely adopted strategy, which mainly leverages the similarity of social networks’
graph structures. In particular, any social network can be modelled
as a graph and each user is represented as a node. The relationship between the nodes, such as ‘follow’ or ‘friends’, is viewed as
an edge. The observation of this kind of approaches is that a user
tends to build connections with similar users whom are interested
in or acquainted with in different social networks. In other words, these kind of approaches are based on the assumption that the
different social networks of the same group users should show the
similar network topology, which can be exploited for user identification [10, 11, 13, 14, 16]. The structure based approach provides
a promising approach for narrowing down the seed node candidate
set. It is effective in the case that two networks are aligned. However, in heterogeneous social networks, this assumption may not always hold due to the fact that the users of different social networks
may not be always overlapping. The diversity of usage pattern on different social networks will further render the inconsistency of the
network structures of the different social networks. Therefore, in
structure based de-anonymization, how to obtain the anchor points
and align heterogeneous social networks represents a key challenge.
In this study, we present a Hybrid De-anonymization Scheme for
heterogeneous social networks, which is coined as HDS. Different
from any previous works which either focus on profile based or
structure based approach, HDS aims to integrate the merits of two
kinds of approaches. In particular, it firstly leverages the social
network structure to significantly reduce the size of node candidate
set. Then, it exploits user profile matching to further identify the
correct mapping nodes with a high confidence. The seed nodes that
act as the anchor points to align two or more heterogeneous social
networks will be identified automatically. The major contributions
of this paper can be summarized as follows:

We assume two heterogenous social networks GA and GU . GA is
denoted as anonymous network and GU is the auxiliary network.
The attacker is able to collect the graph G = (V, E) and profile attributes Xi corresponding to a user vi ∈ V by obtaining published
datasets or crawling sites. The goal of the attacker is to learn more
information of the users across different networks by mapping users in GA to users in GU . To achieve this goal, the attacker needs
to identify user accounts that belong to a same person in large scale
and with a high confidence from two different social networks. This
problem can be formally defined as follows.
P ROBLEM 1. Given (1) two different social network graphs GA =
(VA , EA ) and GU = (VU , EU ), (2) sets of attributes Xi and Xj
of vi ∈ VA and vj ∈ VU respectively, finding user mappings
vi ↔ vj , vi ∈ VA , vj ∈ VU that belong to the same real persons
accurately by iteratively computing:
argmax

vi ∈Cand.A ,vj ∈Cand.B

S(Xi , Xj )

(1)

where S is a function to compute similarity between Xi and Xj ,
Cand.A and Cand.U are two candidate sets for potential correct
mappings generated by community structure in GA and GU , respectively.
Since our proposed de-anonymization approach is based on both
graph structure and node (user) profile information, we formally
model them respectively as follow.

2.1 Graph Structure Model
Social network structure is usually represented as a graph, where
each user is a node in the graph, and connections between a pair of
users are represented as edges. Let G = (V, E) represent a social
network graph where V is a set of users and E ⊆ V × V , a set
of directed/undirected links between users. e(v1 , v2 ) means that
v1 and v2 are in friend relationship or follow relationship where
e ∈ E, v1 , v2 ∈ V . As an important structure in the social network
graph, community is formally defined as follows:

• We propose Hybrid De-anonymization Scheme (HDS) to
de-anonymize users across heterogeneous social networks. The proposed scheme jointly exploits publicly available network graph structure and user profile information,
which is expected to be feasible across real-world heterogeneous social networks and significantly increase the deanonymization accuracy.
• We conduct extensive experiments on real-world heterogeneous social network datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed scheme. The comparative results
show that it achieves high detection accuracy and maintains a considerable retrieval rate compared with the direct
profile matching.
• Different from most of previous works which mainly deanonymize anonymized datasets, our study reveals the potential risks to the community of launching de-anonymization
attack across real-world social networks, and calls for the
following research efforts on privacy-preserving personal
recommendation.

D EFINITION 1. A community C in a social network graph is a
disjoint partition, which corresponds to a social circle where nodes
are closely connected in G(V, E). We denote communities in a
graph as C = {C1 , C2 , ..., Ck }, where Ci ̸= ∅ and Ci ∩ Cj = ∅ if
i ̸= j for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k. ∀Ci ∈ C, VCi ⊂ V and ECi ⊂ VCi × VCi .

2.2 Profile Information Model
Social networks must allow part of user profile information to be
available to public. To exploit profile information across heterogeneous social networks, we firstly give a uniform definition:
D EFINITION 2. Let Xi = [xik ]k=1...d denote a set of attributes
associated with the user vi ∈ V (for instance, username, location,
self-description, etc), where d is the number of types of attributes
and xik records the content of the kth attribute of user vi . If a user
vi ’s jth attribute is not available on the social network (e.g., Tom
chooses not to show his hometown on Twitter), then xij = null.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the attacker model and formulates the problem. The proposed approach is presented in Section III. Then, Section IV evaluates the
results based on three real-world social networks. Section V discusses related research works, and VI concludes this paper.

Since heterogeneous social network platforms contain different
kinds of profile information, and some of which contains semantic or syntactic meaning, mapping two users’ accounts from two
2

Figure 1: Overview of our scheme
heterogeneous social networks is similar to an ontology matching
problem. In general, ontology matching determines an alignment
for a pair of ontologies O1 and O2 . Each ontology consists of a
set of discrete attributes which are usually represented in the form
of tables, classes, properties, and determines as output the relations.
In our problem, profile matching can be defined as follows:

nodes with high similarity score, which is computed by profile similarity, is accepted as a mapping. Algorithm 1 presents the whole
procedure, and the details and time complexity are introduced in the
following sub-sections.

3.2 Communities Detection and Alignment

D EFINITION 3. Given two profiles, pA = {x1 , ..., xA } and pU =
{x1 , ..., xU }. If type(xi ) = type(xj ) for two attributes xi ∈ pA
and xj ∈ pU , the similarity between the two attributes is defined:
sima = matchScore(xi , xj )

The goal of first step is to partition social network graphs GA and
GU into two sets of communities CA = {c1 , ..., cm } and CB =
{c1 , ..., cn }. We apply Infomap algorithm [28], which has a low
time complexity, to partition disjoint, non-overlapping communities
CA and CU for two graphs, respectively. In brief, Infomap finds the
shortest multilevel description of the random walker therefore giving us the best hierarchical clustering of the network - the optimal
number of levels and modular partition at each level - with respect
to the dynamics on the network. So another merit of using Infomap
algorithm is that it generates CA , CU with different scales at different levels so that we can choose communities with similar scale for
aligning. The algorithm for communities detection and division is
denoted as the CommDetection(·) function in Algorithm 1, and
the time complexity is O(|E|).
For aligning communities Ci ∈ CA and Cj ∈ CU , [14] proposes
to treat each community as a node in a graph, then propagate the
communities mapping process from some ‘community seeds’ using
an improved version of [13]. However, in practice, we find that
communities can be more easily aligned given the publicly available
profile information. As shown in [9, 13], the possibility that two
accounts with same usernames do not belong to a user is less that
5%. Thus we align CA and CU according to the number of same

(2)

Then the similarity of profiles is computed by:
∑t
r=1 wr (sima )r
simp =
(3)
t
where wr is the weight given to attributes, and t is the number of
attribute pairs of the same type between two profiles.

3 HYBRID DE-ANONYMIZATION SCHEME
In this section, we present our proposed Hybrid De-anonymization
Scheme (HDS).

3.1 Scheme Overview
Figure. 1 illustrates our proposed scheme which has two main
steps: (1) Communities Detection and Alignment: communities in
both networks are detected according to graph structure, and communities that contain the same pairs of seeds are aligned, (2) Incommunity profile matching: in each pair of aligned communities,
3

Algorithm 1 Algorithm of proposed scheme

ui and uj are accepted as a successful mapping. Due to the social
networks’ settings and users’ willing for sharing information, not
all profile attributes are available for all users across multiple social
networks. So in this paper, we only select username as the profile
information. Syntactic matching is applied to attributes that are usually shown as strings (e.g. username and person name). These attributes on different social networks often have editing differences,
such as difference among “Jones, David”, “David Jones”, and “D.
Jones”. So string matching metric can be used for syntactically
matching these attributes. In order to avoid the influence of abbreviation or acronym, Monge-Elkan algorithm, a recursive string
matching algorithm, is applied [29]. The basic idea of this method
is to break input string into tokens. Then the best matching token
are compared to get the score as follows.

Input: GA < VA , EA >, GU < VU , EU >, threshold θ
Output: Mappings of users µ′
//Communities detection and alignment
CA =CommDetection (GA )
CU =CommDetection (GU )
µ =SelectSeeds (VA , VB )
CommP airs =AlignCommunities (CA , CU , µ)
//In-community profile matching
µ′ =InCommunityMapping (CommP airs, θ)
output A
procedure I N C OMMUNITY M APPING(CommP airs, θ)
µ′ = ∅
for < Ci , Cj >∈ CommP airs do
for ui ∈ Ci do
for uj ∈ Cj do
if MongeElkan (ui , uj ) > θ then
add ui , uj into µ′
end
end
end
end
Return µ′
end procedure

M ongeElkan(A, B) =

i=1
1 ∑
|B|
max{dist(Ai , Bj )}j=1
|A|

(4)

|A|

where A and B are two strings, and dist() refers to a secondary
distance function used to compute similarity between tokens of A
and B. In a lot of functions computing edit-distance like functions,
Jaro-Winkler similarity is chosen as the secondary distance function in our problem, due to its noticeable performance in previous
research on name-matching tasks [30]. Monge-Elkan algorithm returns 1 if two string are fully matched or one abbreviates the other;
returns 0 if there is no match between the two strings.

4 EVALUATIONS
In this section, We evaluate our proposed HDS scheme by conducting experiments on a set of real-world social networks data.

usernames in communities according to the algorithm described as
the following two steps.
The first step is to find all user pairs with same usernames µ =
{..., (ui , uj )k , ...} where ui ∈ VA and uj ∈ VU . Greedy searching
will cause a high complexity of O(|VA ||VU |). Instead, this process
can be implemented by a hash table so that the time complexity
can be reduced to O(|VA | + |VU |). This procedure is denoted as
SelectSeeds(·) function in Algorithm 1.
In the second step, an initial confidence score csi,j (that indicates whether two communities should be aligned) for each pair
of communities (Ci , Cj ), where Ci ∈ CA , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, Cj ∈
CU , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, is set as 0. For each pair (up , uq ) ∈ µ, csi,j
is added by one, given up ∈ Ci and uq ∈ Cj . Then, all confidence scores cs for communities pairs is examined, if csi,j exceeds
a threshold θcs , Ci and Cj are aligned. The time complexity of this
step is O(|µ|) < O(|VA | + |VU |). This procedure is denoted as
AlignCommunities(·) function in Algorithm 1.
The overall complexity of communities alignment algorithm is
O(|VA | + |VU |), as described above. Our overall evaluations show
that our communities division and alignment only slightly reduce
the recall rate.

4.1 Datasets
The datasets of three real-world heterogeneous online social networks, i.e., Last.fm, Livejournal, and Myspace, are obtained from
[23]. The datasets include node information, edge information, and
profile information of a subset of users of these social networks.
We evaluate our proposed scheme on the three social networks pairwise.
• Last.fm is the world’s largest online music catalogue and
has been recognized as a popular social network for music
enthusiasts. Last.fm builds detailed profiles of users musical tastes and preferences. The dataset consists of 136,420
users and 1,685,524 friend relationship.
• LiveJournal is a social networking site and blogging platform that allows users to find each other through journaling and interest-based communities. The dataset consists
of 3,017,286 users and 19,360,690 friend relationship.
• MySpace is a social networking website offering an interactive, user-submitted network of friends, personal profiles, blogs, groups, photos, music, and videos. The dataset
consists of 854,498 individuals and 6,489,736 friend relationship.

3.3 In-community Profile Matching
InCommunityM apping(·) function in Algorithm 1 describes our
in-community profile matching algorithm. Within each pair of aligned
communities, users’ profiles are pair-wise compared and a similarity score is calculated. If the score exceeds a pre-defined threshold θ,

We build undirected social network graphs according to ‘friend’
or ‘follow’ relationship in these social networks. The statistics of
the graphs are shown in Table 1. In order to evaluate the results, we
4

obtain the ground truth data from [23, 31], which contain pair-wise
matched user id of two social networks. The data were originally
collected by Perito el. al [31] through Google Profiles service by
allowing users to integrate different social network services.

de-anonymization algorithm [32] by using the open-source evaluation system proposed in [19]. As a result, only few correct mappings are reported by the two algorithms on the heterogenous social network datasets by feeding more than 100 seeds. One possible
reason of the results of graph-based approaches is that pure graphbased approaches require enough overlaps of the network graphs to
propagate and correct false mappings at the beginning of the mapping [13]. But it is usually difficult to obtain datasets with ideal
overlaps from two heterogenous social networks, which limit the
performance of graph-based approaches in practice. According to
[13], 30.8% of the mappings were re-identified correctly between
a Twitter dataset (Av. degree of 37.7) and a Flickr dataset (Av. degree of 32.2), which is far away from our results on more heterogenous networks datasets. The results show that introducing profile
attributes of nodes obviously increases the successful rate of deanonymizing.
On the other hand, previous studies exploit various user profile
information to connect individuals between social networks, including usernames [8, 22], tags [7], activities [21], and multiple kinds
of profile attributes [9]. To compare the performance of our HDS,
the direct profile-based matching represented by [8, 22], i.e. computing profile similarity between each user in one social network
and all users in the other social network and find the most similar
one, is used as the baseline.
Figure 2(a) illustrates that the accuracy of our HDS obviously
outperforms direct profile matching while the retrieval is just slightly reduced, when the θ is set as 0.9, which is the medium threshold
in Table 2. The accuracy of our approach achieves 86%, 95%, 96%,
which outperform the direct profile matching by 9%, 7%, 12%, respectively. And the decrease of retrieval rate is less than 4%. And
we can also get similar conclusions when tuning the θ. The results reflect that graph structures (community) are useful to filter out
incorrect matchings, thus increasing the accuracy.

Table 1: Statistics of social networks
Network
Last.fm
Livejournal
Myspace

Nodes
136,420
3,017,286
854,498

Edges
1,685,524
19,360,690
6,489,736

Av. Degree
24.71
12.83
15.19

4.2 Performance of Proposed Scheme
To quantitatively evaluate the algorithm, we consider the two widelyused metrics:
• Accuracy: In all mappings returned by the de-anonymization
algorithm, the percentage of correct mapping. Since our
goal is to find out correct mappings but not to find out incorrect mappings, the concept of accuracy here is same as
the concept of precision.
• Retrieval: Retrieval, or retrieval rate, is defined as the percentage of correct mapping retrieved by algorithm in all
mappings in ground truth.
Table 2 shows how our HDS scheme performs by tuning threshold θ. As introduced in Section 3.3, the threshold θ is a similarity
criterion that accepts a pair of nodes as a mapping in our algorithm, i.e. if the similarity score between two nodes exceed the θ, the
two nodes are accepted as a potential mapping. So, the higher θ
is set, the more similar the accepted nodes are, and thus fewer potential mappings will be returned. So θ actually reflects the tradeoff between accuracy and retrieval. An attacker can choose θ according to his/her requirement of this trade-off in practice. When
the threshold is set to 0.9, the accuracy of matching users can be
more than 90% with a recall of 30% for Livejournal-Lastfm and
Livejournal-Myspace. The results show that large scale accurate
de-anonymization across real-world heterogeneous social networks
can be performed.

5 RELATED WORK
5.1 Structure based de-anonymization
De-anonymizing social networks is a hot research topic in recent
years. Structure based de-anonymization works are based on the assumption that the different social networks of the same group users
should show the similar network topology, which can be exploited for user identification [10, 11]. The observation of this kind
of approaches is that a user tends to build connections with similar users they are interested in or acquainted with in different social networks. Backstrom et al. introduced both active attacks and
passive attacks to de-anonymize social data [12]. Narayanan and
Shmatikov performed the de-anonymization attack to large-scale
directed social networks. They designed a de-anonymization algorithm by identifying some seeds and propagating based on structure similarity[13]. In [14], Nilizadeh et al. extended Narayanan
and Shmatikov’s attack by proposing a community-enhanced deanonymizing scheme of social networks. Then, Lai [15] proposed
to detect communities in social networks via user’s interests and
de-anonymize users in communities. Ji et al. also designed an
Adaptive De-Anonymization framework for the scenario that the
anonymized and auxiliary graphs have partial overlap [16]. Srivatsa

4.3 Comparing with Existing Works
Since our scheme is a combination of graph structure and publicly
available profile information, we evaluate the results by comparing
our approach with approaches that only exploit profile information,
and approaches that are only based on graph structure, respectively.
State-of-the-art graph-based de-anonymizing algorithms have been
discussed and compared in [19]. However, only a few of them
are suitable to real-world heterogeneous social networks for various reasons. Some techniques are constrained by their restricted
requirements of the same size of social networks (or same number
of nodes) [10, 11], sybil users [12] or high computation capability
for large scale networks [17], while others have only been evaluated between the original graph and the noisy graph [14, 16, 20].
For reference, we test the well-known graph-based NS algorithm
proposed by Narayanan and Shmatikov [13] and percolation-based
5

Table 2: De-anonymization Performance

Lastfm-Myspace
Livejournal-Lastfm
Livejournal-Myspace

0.85

0.86

0.87

0.88

0.89

0.90

0.91

0.92

0.93

0.94

0.95

0.61
0.28
0.70
0.40
0.69
0.38

0.67
0.27
0.77
0.39
0.75
0.37

0.73
0.27
0.82
0.37
0.82
0.36

0.76
0.26
0.88
0.36
0.85
0.36

0.82
0.25
0.90
0.35
0.88
0.35

0.86
0.25
0.95
0.35
0.90
0.34

0.89
0.24
0.97
0.34
0.91
0.33

0.92
0.24
0.98
0.33
0.92
0.32

0.94
0.23
0.98
0.33
0.93
0.32

0.95
0.23
0.98
0.32
0.94
0.32
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0.98
0.31
0.94
0.30
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Figure 2: Comparisons with direct profile matching when θ = 0.9
and Hicks modeled mobility traces as contact graphs and presented
different attacks for de-anonymizing using online social networks
as side channel [17]. However, in heterogeneous social networks,
this assumption may not always hold due to the fact that the users
of different social networks may not always be overlapping. The
diversity of usage pattern on different social networks will further
render the inconsistency of the network structures of the different
social networks. In our proposed method, we also exploit semantic publicly available information, such as user profile, to help deanonymize users.
Besides, Ji et al. [18] conducted the comprehensive quantification on the de-anonymizability of 24 real-world social networks
with seed information in general scenarios. Later, in [19], a uniform and open-source secure graph data sharing/publishing system
was proposed. Qian et al. leveraged background knowledge graph
to improve the de-anonymization performance [20]. But this work
mainly focuses on de-anonymizing a graph anonymized from original graph and inferring some private attributes. In our work, we
try to de-anonymize heterogeneous social networks by considering
both semantic information and structure information.

social tagging systems such as Delicious, StumbleUpon and Flickr [7]. Goga et al. identified accounts on different social network
sites that all belong to the same user by exploiting only innocuous
activity, such as location profiles, timing profiles, language profiles,
that inherently comes with posted content [21]. In [8], Zafarani et
al. matched accounts according to usernames among 12 different
Social Web systems. The recent work by Zafarani et al. [22] conducted an in-depth investigation of this problem by defining sophisticated features to model the behavior patterns of users in selecting
usernames. Korayem et al. extracted four kinds of features, i.e. temporal activity similarity features, text similarity features, geographic similarity features, social connection similarity features, and apply machine learning techniques to find correct mapping [9]. Zhang
et al. [23] connected social networks users by considering both local and global consistency among multiple networks, but they treat
both two consistencies as features and train an energy-based learning model. In [24] and [25], the first privacy-preserving personal
profile matching schemes for mobile social networks was proposed
by Li et al. In this scheme, an initiating user can find from a group
of users the one whose profile best matches with his/her, with limited risk of privacy exposure. Later, novel fine-grained private profile
matching protocols were designed in [26, 27]. Different from these
works, our proposed approach uses social structure to narrow down
the candidate sets in order to achieve higher accuracy.

5.2 Profile based user matching
Public information and semantic information on social media or social network sites provide the evidence to match users of different
social networks. Iofciu et al. used tags to identify users across
6

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a practical Hybrid De-anonymization Scheme
(HDS) for de-anonymizing real-world heterogeneous social networks. HDS is a de-anonymizing scheme that exploits the network graph
structure to significantly reduce the size of candidate set, and uses
user profile information to identify users with a high confidence.
The performance evaluations of our proposed scheme based on a
dataset of three real-world social networks show that it achieves
high accuracy with a slight sacrifice of retrieval rate. And the comparisons with current works show that our proposed scheme is effective to de-anonymize real-world heterogeneous social networks. Nodes anonymization and privacy preserving in social networks
should become more serious concernss.
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